
Sublimation paper is a coated specialty paper designed to hold and release dye sublimation ink onto
surfaces. Microtec KNA series sublimation paper is with stable quality, and over 98% high transfer
rate, reduce production cost by less ink consumption, save money. KNA series sublimation paper
also features quick drying and excellent printing details. 

Apply for white or light colored high quality polyester, material with cotton content≤30%,
sublimation coated ceramic & tile, phone case & metal plate, mouse pads, lanyard etc.

 

High Transfer Rate

KNA sublimation paper offers an over 98% transfer rate efficiency, maintaining true color and
precision plus greater ink saving. The thicker coating of sublimation paper keeps inks from bleeding
through, and more ink will make its way to the substrate. You will have stunning, bright and crisp
results for every project!

 

No fracturing, Fast dry

Your printed image is almost dry by the time it prints, saving waiting time and allowing you to go
right to sublimation transfer. What's more, KNA sublimation transfer paper can save up to 20% on
ink costs compared to other papers. With less ink used, you'll be finishing more projects on a limited
budget.

 

Easy to Use
[1] Print the image with sublimation ink, and check the "Mirror Image" setting.

[2] Adjust the recommended heat press setting, put the sublimation blanks on the heat press
machine.

[3] After heating is finished, peel the sublimation transfer paper. The transfer has been done! In just
a few minutes you can realize an idea of your own.



Model No. KNA-120
Paper Weight 120g
Paper Size A4 & A3
Transfer Rate: ≥98%
Drying Speed Fast Dry, 20 seconds
Paper Back Gold A-sub
Packing 100sheets/bag
Carton 30bags/Carton (A4 size)





Apply for white or light colored high quality polyester, material with cotton content≤30%,
sublimation coated ceramic & tile, phone case & metal plate, mouse pads, lanyard etc. Make unique
DIY gifts to your friends or family on Mother's Day, Father's Day, Birthday, Thanksgiving, Easter,
Halloween, Christmas, Valentine's Day, or Wedding Day.



 


